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A Message that will Challenge Each One of Us
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Lebanon is a small country of just over four million that has been deeply impacted by the implosion
of Syria to the north. In 2016, there were one million Syrian refugees in Lebanon. For churches in
Lebanon this is both a tremendous challenge and an opportunity. The vast majority of the refugees
are Muslim and for many this is their first direct exposure to a local church.
One local church has seen tremendous growth during this time. The pastor described one particular
experience. The service was completed and the pastor was standing at the back of the church as
attendees exited. One woman told him that this was her first time to attend a church. Her husband
had not wanted to come himself but that he had a very serious growth over one eye and that
medical treatment had been ineffective. She brought a picture with her of her husband and asked
the pastor if he would be willing to pray for her husband. He laid hands on the picture and prayed
for healing.
The next day the pastor was in his office at the church when this same excitedly woman came
through the door. She told the pastor when she got home, her husband opened the door and his
eye had been completely healed. The woman wanted to know more Jesus. The pastor noted that
over these last few years this had been a consistent experience, and that the church had seen more
new conversions than at any point in its history.
In many ways this was a surprising turn for the pastor. When he was a young boy he had been
trained as a child soldier to fight against Syrians. But rather than holding onto this training and the
indoctrination he had received against the Syrian people, he had decided to let all of that go and
instead become a pastor. As Syrian refugees poured into the neighborhood around the church he
led his congregation to start a range of ministries to welcome and help these refugees.
As one example, a young eleven-year-old Muslim girl who was participating in education that the
church was helping facilitate noted how much she enjoyed going to school. When pressed, she
noted that what she most enjoyed was “Religion and Bible class.” The reason, she replied, “I
learned in Genesis that God created the world in seven days… I learned from the Bible that we are
to love everybody and not to discriminate just because a person is darker or lighter, but to love
everybody because everybody is created equal.”
A pastor who had been trained as a child to fight and kill Syrians was instead living as a
representative of the hope of Christ. When asked, “Pastor what one message would like to
communicate to the Church in the United States” he responded without hesitation:
You are living in the comfort zone and living in fear. We are in the conflict zone and we are
experiencing victory every day.
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